Reviews of "The Wishing Well" (released 1994)



1995 NAIRD Indie Award Finalist
1994 Living Tradition Album of the Year Nominee

"Inventive, elegant and extremely enjoyable after a thousand listens, The Wishing Well is an impressive
addition to the local, and national, music culture." - Elizabeth Siddal, Pitch Weekly, Kansas City
"I have become besotted with this album . . . having listened to The Wishing Well so many times that I
have completely blown my reviewing schedule." - Lawrence Heath, Folk Roots, London
"The music is wonderfully atmospheric, and supportive of the lyrics and the singer. Connie Dover sings
with such great care and knowledge of the emotional content of the words. She has the voice of an angel.
In my humble opinion we must now add Connie Dover's name to the list of the great singers of our time." Joseph Guida, KVMR-FM, Nevada City, Sacramento, CA
"Her second album is so achingly pure, so timeless, it transcends the mundane world and transports me
to a better, finer place . . . it just tears at me with its loveliness." - Beth Ann Koelsch, Ladyslipper News
"A sumptuous listening pleasure. The Wishing Well reaffirms the fact that Connie Dover has talent by the
bucketful. Essential listening." - John O'Regan, Radio Limerick, Ireland
"The Wishing Well is a gorgeous and endlessly interesting set of music abetted by many of the foremost
instrumentalists in traditional Celtic music. Dover has achieved the task of making an album of quiet
beauty, without leaving out the passion . . . you'll want to listen to this one all evening long. And for many
evenings to come. - Bob McWilliams, The Note
"A collection as radiant as its predecessor . . . always elegant and sensual . . . the logical musical
progression of an outstanding performer . . . this second CD, like its predecessor, absolutely belongs in
your collection!" - Massimo Ferro, La Voce, Italy
"The opening track is a stunning mix of pop and tradition, and the rest of album only gets better. Play it!!"
- Cliff Furnald, CMJ New Music Report
"An excellent work with true feeling. A rare find!" - Chinese Press, Singapore
"Connie's unforgettable voice, along with her own thorough knowledge of traditional music and
consummate singing skill, finds its way into our hearts, soothing us like a slowly moving, crystal-clear
stream. You should not overlook this compact disc: the composition, singing and recording are all of
excellent quality." - Laser, Republic of China
"If Connie Dover's wish was to make a brilliant CD, it certainly came true! Her exceptionally pure and
evocative voice wraps itself around a wonderful collection of songs . . . one of the most delightful releases
imaginable." - KANU-FM 91.5, Flint Hills Special

